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The CMS Morris Minor Special, Sport & Super Sports Models 1929-1931 

Some notes and observations 

The first references to the forthcoming Morris Minor Specials from Coventry Motor Sundries Ltd., or CMS can be 

found in December 1929 motoring journals, while in the January 23rd 1930 edition of Light Car magazine the first 

article and image of the Sports model appeared.  (Both versions were mechanically identical to the Morris factory 

cars.) 

 

This version of the CMS Special used the Minor’s original wings, running boards and bumpers and was available 

with either a flat single panelled wind screen or a two piece ‘V’ pattern arrangement, very similar to that fitted to 

the 1929 – 1932 M.G. Midget. It also had a fixed hood and bench seat and featured the unusual dash board 

layout as seen on both CMS Minor Special versions. (See below) According to the article the body was available 

in either a metal panelled or fabric covered finish. Prices were £145 for the Fabric covered car and £150 for the 

panelled and cellulosed type. 

The likelihood is that the Sports model had quite a long gestation period, as the right hand image shows the car 

fitted with a very early Minor bonnet, with the tell-tale parallel bottom edge clearly visible. By December 1930 

these bonnets had long been superseded by the triangular trailing edge version. 
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The Super Sports model had a number of significant differences over its cheaper counterpart, the most visible of 

these being the lack of running boards and the fitment of side valanced cycle type wings. These changes gave 

the car a more sporting appearance and it looked very similar to the contemporary M.G. Midget. However, at just 

£150 for the fabric skinned version and £155 for the metal panelled car, it was significantly cheaper  than the 

£185 M.G.  

Interestingly, the Super Sports model retained the Minor’s bumpers (both front and rear) while both models could 

be fitted with an optional chromed luggage rack which attached to the opening boot lid for an extra £1-10s-0d. 

The following sequence of photographs reveal two very strange and unexplained quirks concerning the cars 

louvered side valances and the hood. 
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The first of these peculiarities concern the ‘sets’ of louvres on the side valances. Although not particularly clear in 

this image, the car in the top left of this sequence of five images has just one set of louvres positioned adjacent 

to the scuttle. The car in the trhc shot has a very neat set of three, while the Robin Harcourt-Smith car (DH 8074) 

has four and Roger Lucke’s red CMS has just two! To further confuse matters the drawing positioned in the 

middle (Extracted from an ad issued by their main dealer in the south, Crossland of Bromley) shows a continuous 

run of louvres in the vertical plane.  Although not of great significance, these differences may be the result of 

customer preference, supplier availability of components or perhaps some other reason entirely! 

The second peculiarity concerns the fitment of the hood to the Super Sports model. All the contemporary 

publicity material and motoring journal comment states that the Super Sport had a detachable and stow-able 

hood, however this May 1930 image shows the car with the same (or very similar) hood as that fitted to the 

Sports model. As can be seen the hood appears to be permanently attached and is shown in the ‘down’ position. 

(NB Just two sets of louvres on this CMS publicity image.) 

 

 

A further mystery concerning the Minor CMS models relates to the number of Minor Specials (or at least their 

bodies), that were produced by this Coventry concern. Harry Edwards wrote to J.F.S. Grindlay (CMS Managing 

Director) in August 1966 requesting information about the Minor Specials his company had produced in the early 

1930’s. His reply two months later explained that much of their pre-war archive had been destroyed or was lost 

but that he believed the firm produced around 200 such cars, with main dealers shipping their customer’s cars 

(or chassis) to Coventry, presumably from across the U.K. CMS then fitted the body specified before returning 

the car to the dealer for eventual handover back to the customer.  

Once again all of the very few original cars that have survived were metal skinned versions while, to date, it 

seems that no fabric skinned models remain.  

Chris Lambert November 2011 


